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for JMU in next two years
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(Jnv i buVk Unbb recently said VirgiMiiis
««iii+U<-> .((id umversitk's are going to have to
recognize iTiHiDinK'- laeis of Rf^"'-and'tfial
in fmn;yiled schools shoutol not i>i- rewarded at .
~hud*4*u.in;■(•
. . .""
*-' ."
The ttiyf" IT .fame* Madison linivcrsjty
proli.itrlswtli not be pverenrolled for the next
two >ears
according . to_,Pr .^William,,
Ja< kame.it director ol institutional research
and budget here>.■■_■.
5^
- JJIJ -ttawv |)orsey. associate director oi''Suite
.Council (in Higher. Kducalion Jor Virginia.
'agreed with^ckameit ■• ..'
'-nRobb spoke at a pressconference in K'ichmond. fr-el).. ij Secretary of' Mutation .John
^■S'IHOTI—iouwd him W oxpiaihi-ihat somel'
.-/schools have used, overeu nillment to push up
—- .lhuii:iuiii;et . .. •,. . ;_. .
','-.., ' State schools periodically.present- ■S.CHKV
with enrollment projections', which the council.
cither approves or re\ ises. he said Budgets
;!!v'tiiw<l on that enrollment figure■'-\ ':
.,
< astei'ti sard schools that .exceeded, their
enrollment limits ■ then would -come to V$:
legislature lor mhre.mb,he\.
•
\"fr
.-..•• ■
., - .-._.-..-.-_
AMIS (ASK.-the ;Couiicil J»a> lowerejtel:..,.

-

-h.iu.Ued. "The eoum doesn't think it's* lair to
onk' increase >.JMl and not VPI; for exam
p'Je." he noted ,
■ Kaculty-sludenl. ratio may be higher than it
has-been in previous years at most, state.
iihive'rsjUes because of the revised enrollment
projections' Dorses said
Jackameit saidJMt' has not requested more
full-time faculty for l!*82-84
-'•• - .
A hmiTon the number of students enrolled at
.state universities was first set by the Virginia
General Assembly in the l'i»7fi Appropriations
Act and has been included in each subsequent"
act, Before then, schools that-e^ceeded-state ■
enrollment projections were not subject to a.
line.
-.--,.
'- .
- ! '
-■--Section 4-lu4.ol the current act states that if a
state university exceeds its enrollment figures
'-y more than one percent plus 5» students, the
revenue obtained 4 WH1- dieHjIJded tuitions. :
might have returned to the stated
"Thai section.won t be "more Mneth en
lorced." Jaekameitsaid"" •'It's not mandatory;
-ft just gives the governor the authority fo do so
' if he wants but it is rarely .enforced. - '
Section 4-lo4 still wdl be'liberaily enforced.
. 1 >orse\ said

:r

'overenrolled
if there is a higher returny rate of-students
Fut AMI'
l'WL'-fW'1 projections "Ravi
'tiauTEeerr
than expe
expected
- '
-. ^-.
•approved-."'This means that• we won't be
If more part-time students than projected
overenrolled'lor 'he first time in about eight
enroll ...
• .
tlw^^"^^i'rTPaTS-as tanas.,the state's standard' goes.'--if there Is a change in-the rate of which,. Jackameit -said.-o ... -—• ■ . ,.;/,; v .,
:
students accept the college - '
'-'I've hfid« great deal of difficulty for seven
If the pattern of how long-stridents remain in
■
or eight yVars trying.to convince SCHEV that ,; the college changes . ;.:
' ..
-:••;'our. enrollment will-be w|wt we project,'.!
Jackameit said;
, '
hjsl
historical
patterns of acceptance; Jackameit
"-XU!-Juiew. wnere we were going, but they
jsjud
;•
•■ * •:■
■ v;.,...z- - - • •" - ■ -,- •.:
"■;;-'"'-:v;->^eM;lj:ea«.tv tO-a^pjoveM^^r-gs^loHg with
- "Jackameit said overenroUmenf can happen..
it.'■'' fie noted
because ot a higher than expected Tale of Ttie .-,ppr,.\Mi^qeetoi»^e^WMirtudM<w.;rM^
in 4»K2-}W and *.*.:J71 in. liWHWW. • ..•- "
, expected.percentage of.freshrhen.transfer and
(Left to rigW)-Assfstant Coach John Thlirstorvfor
-.1MI-' pYobably will stay withi.ii the revised part-time students entering JMU. nFnbted.
ward Linton Townes and'Coach Lou Campanelli.
l«(.yect.ioi!s_J'acka.meit said
•
--•
- SCflEi bases its/enrollment projections-for
. I1W uriivers-ity itself nuii»f decide how-rrram-— eactTtra tetollege on several factors, including
c6lebr«te-after JMU's 56r5^«tooyeiirje Collage of •
.sjiideiits ,t (aii'enroiir Horsey said "It
the mmi.QeP^high school graduates statewide
I^WiltlalD'arid Ma;ry Saturday nigbt Townes' last•fteconies ,, question, ot quujjty How many..
sand-the average'number
of. these- graduates
average
mh*vute score gave the Dukes' their 20th win this
.students can j,t ■enroll JHifore the quality -of. '-" '•*'.enterfn'a college. Dorsey said
1
season. See Sports, page S. <Phbtg~by David. L.
educatlinns aViecTef^: *"^'^"^- •' 5*.
• - I^R^-'a^erage
rage .number
number of V
Virginia students. %
.-.■;
who.iittend isut^of-state schools alse is,-, con ' ■ '•Jo/iflsan;.V-.''" •■- . • .-.-/. .'~ •
; $* -■•'
- l)OHhl.\ X\«0\H)M-;>,.tor stale; colleges w r ^s^iered^he^said- .
_i^_
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^Hw'niffi'Pi--'•jaw.'FtfaaLy/^»ttaid^>tft8»^»:ln .roaj
ttHttee-has
*'detrf chair.Jjie- wicetions mm-■■
ffeW«i^Sf^«jin%^%'^fti^ -a eoitftitH.'ot:in^reTts. Bn'an
eordmi^i
^.oiiiiftiMee~Tias.|irftfmMifi :i IVJII itn rejibu-f tbe^QA.1 ^Skara^gtsiatn-e-vice president > himself toitfme he "U^ggi*"^1 rt-'soives alt Issues concerning minor
jitivi' vici- pcevidcMl iifWclkiir.iiiari-oniw ('i>mpu>i—rr-r^. &g* m run for proVidc-nt next year.',' - - eWfMirjr', ■
tlmiL i:..r>rVi.iltiu>
.... -.Skala^aid.-'il
i.-l..,l...„,^.:,l n i "TTiitX..
-1..-.fknow-yet
u'-„'.. .",<» It
M
pmmS:
Ciinniiittet - '. "'" " .=-•-- -.
Veafly.don
if 'l"'«l'
I'm going
fo
"We decide if there are any changes rragtre. ouF
pS^Sfc^aid give jrtfitrd group, the ('redentials
, run for presirieitf;-Ewrvbodv tosses ideas abound-"- ': iherereally haven't been any changes made in five, ; ,_ .
cahdidacv is shortlv after
years.'luSkala said. .-'We're basically an insurance. -r • ■«
■:-'-:--ni1d'gi-ieViince-bda'W., \^>h^f-^Mjlf^n^aints^:
onflkt of interest,-it''Sr the __
I'l^ legishujvy -^c^prgg^nt effl- appoint, the •
•eiecttonsconumttee memf5ersat anytime, andSkala' .
• legislal-ive vice 'president C'tiair's tly__j;Uytiohs com
legnslatiie vice president .ta.c.hiur the-eleCTions'
.^
- mlttee-- ;md. st-lects
selects its: .members- ;cbnt»n«ent on -^.-committee ""It is unethical." he said i .think it can-., s :iid he has n0t mafle this year's appointments." T'm ."
• • -..:.- I
"-.
.'uWnidirthepii.siUonfersed^.b^-ihJem^
not sure if-.l'iirgouig-t©-_pick thejn orjwaittosee^what -fe*tiitive i .•ou-Hcd,apt>|-«.vat
- -TUP-^I. i^ads
9H|tk •It .ichafhii^Jife. elections: com-:~r'. lorce an\ Tegislab'on Inrougnr.* —,-.^. "
/ ' '::"*> nfiflTirTi^ yfM'ffff' H^'
T^5'j3w£^HZ
rmtter could causu^a.'potential ewtfljct oi interesLv
Heath 'suid__iVhen we. brought 9£&mM-i& ' The bill probably will beveteH o^mffieSGX 'senate /*
f(U'.any-oiie ol theeyeciftjve council meuibers totull'ill
semesf<-r the revision's committee' voted unanimously
- March 2, according to Ska la - Because the biff would
this 'duly.'
.
"
111 uno'rot the hill. It lest in the senate ;■< cause people ,- change theTjiG*. COJfSS
al waft made l\\ revisions comnuttee ^■said an f'\i'» uti.ve Council fnember should chair t!ie - -vote to pass Skala said +
If Hie hiil passes the senate it will have to be ap
ItieT]
■ Ditit'li'diiio Sen;it(>r l).,u:i Sinitl^
/
elet-tmns conimittee The>: said a senator couldn t
oro\ed
h> the five nuMiibCr Exe»;mi\T"tTwne4^-^h£—-'
ir Inll recem-d .1 11. t'J inajoiity \-otc in thfliandl<-!t 1 don ! think that's.1 y'm'^iXH'l re.isnn '
. I'liJIe i.i-t. '■«-.me>.t(t|-,'i>ui' 'needed a' !'■ o ihirds.vdte to.
liat s not a gomf reason, but 1 don't - council consists of the^GA president, administrative
-Skaias.iid'
think that -was the reason it was defeated J realK '
See sr.A p^ge'T"*-. -,
' know whs senators \otethe v\.i'ythe> do
I ..111 \ Heath then cli.,n 111.ill Ol Mn' fojistituftbnal
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Donated 'Freedom Shrine' may be built here
_ *• . m

BY TAMMY SCARTON
A Freedom Shrine may be
constructed in the Education
Building according to Dr.
Harold McGee, member of the
Planning and Development
Commission
and
vice
president of student affairs.
"The shrine will contain
reproductions of the United
States Constitution and Bill of
Rights, the Gettysburg Address
and
other
such
historical documents,"
McGee siad.

+SGA—
(Continued from page 1)
vice president, legislative vice
president,
treasurer and
secretary.

Heath resigned three weeks
ago as a commuter senator
and chairman of the Constitutional Revisions Committee because of a class
conflict.
"Losing Larry hurt because

in the library addition are
other possible locations for the
shrine, he said.
The Freedom Shrine is a gift
donated by the National
Exchange
Club
of
Harrisonburg.
The
Planning
and
Development
Commission
discussed the problem of lack
of space on campus and
possible solutions to the
dilemma.
Shenandoah
Hall
and
Lincoln House may be converted to Greek housing and
Sheldon Hall to a dormitory.
The
placement
office,
locksmith, seamstress,
audiovisual services department and faculty club may
be relocated.
The idea of possibly renting
space from
Rockingham
Memorial
Hospital
and
relocating
the
nursing

The shrine will cover a wall
area 28 feet long by 4 feet high,
McGee said. The Education
Building is the best location
for the shrine for several
reasons, he said. "Only one
mounted ashtray will have to
be removed. The building has
a heavy traffic flow and is safe
with little vandalism," he
said.
The upper balcony of Duke
Fine Arts Center, the main
foyer
of
the
Madison
Memorial Library and a wall

he was so active," Ska la
noted.
Skala and Sajan Thomas,
chairman pro-tempore of the
senate, appointed Kym Lay ne
last week to replace Heath as
chairperson of the revisions
committee. She has been on
the committee as a student-atlarge this year and sat on it
last year as a senator from the
Hillside dorms.
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department to the Wine-Price
Building was discussed. The
swimming pool in Keezell Hall
may be converted into office
space. The counseling and
computer centers must be
enlarged, the Commission
said, adding that a larger
conference room in Wilson
Hall is needed.

THE SPACE in Anthony
Seeger Campus School has not
yet been assigned, according
to Dr. William Jackameit,
director
of
institutional
research and budget. The art
and political science departments have requested the
space, but nothing is definite,
he added.
The school probably will not
be expanded, said William
Merck, vice president of
business
affairs.
The
playgrounds by the school will

l_.^..n.ni-lfn«
t*m**\r\ t ■ *v«n I n'
be
used for recreational
areas
for James Madison University
students, he said. "There is
not open recreational area for
students on the front campus
except for the quad. This will
give them more space," he
noted.
Dr. John Mundy, chairman
of the commission and
director of administrative
affairs, said the recommendations from the individual committees will be
discussed within the commission. The commission's
decision will either be carried
to the University Council or
sent directly to James
Madison Universtiy President
Ron Carrier.
The commission made a
motion to close Hillcrest Drive
to all traffic except for
emergency and delivery
vehicles.
PI>

Correction
Incorrect attribution occurred in the Feb. 18 story
"Student petition may bring new radio-TV equipment."
Dr. Donald McConkey, dean of the School of Fine Arts
and Communication, said uppeMevel communication
arts classes will not be limited to majors, calling such a
restriction "highly undesirable." He added that the
classes now are filled predominantly with majors and
said more prerequisites for the courses will make it
harder for non-majors to get in next year.
Dr. Rex Fuller, head of the communication arts
department, said communication 474, a television
production course, is 'not necessarily required" of
majors concentrating in radio-television. He said other
courses and internships could give students similar
experience.
These were typist's errors.
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Rape group at JMU
offers travelers tips

A shimmering Shorts Hall is reflected by Newman Lake. (Photo by Yo Nagaya)

The Rape Awareness Task Force here has compiled a list of tips
to help women avoid rape situations when they travel.
Dr. Teresa Gonzalez, head of the force, said women should read
these "common sense ideas" and excercise caution while
traveling during spring break.
Avoid being alone. Walk with friends, in groups or with crowds,
especially after dark.
Be familiar with the area or neighborhood where you are
staying; know exactly where you are going, obtain complete
directions and get there quickly.
While you are out, if you believe, you are being followed, change
your walk down the middle of the street. Find a lighted place and
get in quickly.
•
Have your keys in your hand, ready to use, as you approach
your car.
Keep windows up and all doors locked, whether driving or away
from the car. Check the backseat and floor for unwanted
passengers before getting in. Park in well-lit crowded areas.
If you are socializing late at night, don't go to your car alone if
you can avoid it. Arrange to leave in a group.
Never pick up hitch-hikers - of either sex.
If you suspect your car is being followed, drive into a busy, welllit business establishment and call a local law enforcement
agency.
Avoid stops at poorly-lit or desolite places, even for car services.
If you have car trouble, signal for help by raising the hood or
tying a white handkercheif to the door handle. Remain inside car
with doors locked until identified help arrives.
Should another motorist offer to help, roll down window only an
inch and ask him to call police or sheriffs department.
If you want to help the driver of a disabled vehicle, don't stop
and get out of your car, report the vehicle to the authorities.
Have your keys in your hand when you leave your car to go into
the motel or the place you're staying.
Be sensible with your keys. Get enough keys for all people
sharing the room. Don't leave them outside or in hiding places.
Know who is at the door before opening.
People can be and are sexually assaulted by friends, family,
neighbors, dates, acquaintances, co-workers and service people.
In most rapes, the rapist is known to the victim, and of ten busted
by her.
You take a chance on being raped when you accept a ride home
or a late snack from someone you have just met in a lounge or at a
party, no matter how pleasant they may seem.
Acquaintance rape can result from ineffective communication.
Society has conditioned males and females to send strong nonverbal messages about their sexuality. Often, these unthinking
and unintentional messages contradict their words and contribute
to sexual assault.

Student loans may decrease with new rules
By SANDY STONE
The availability of student
loans may be decreasing for
some students because of new
regulations, but local bankers
say students genuinely in need
are likely to get loans.
Larry Herstam, Virginia
National Bank commercial
loan officer, said, "Last year
any Rockefeller or Kennedy
could get student loans easily.
But this year there is an income requirement. Students
who genuinely need a loan are
more likely to get it, and they
won't have the competition
with people who don't need it
as much."
Earl
Taylor,
United
Virginia Bank assistant vice
president, also said the difficulty in acquiring a student
loan depends on the income
bracket of the student's
family. "If the gross income
of a student's family is over
$30,000, the student will most
likely not qualify for a student
loan," he said.
But the bank does not decide
if the student gets a loan,
Taylor said. "The school takes
the application and they
qualify the student to any
dollar figure they feel the
banks should give them," he
said. The school determines
this
figure
through
a
procedure set by the state.
Herstam said there are
student loan qualifications at
all Virginia banks. First, the

student must be a Virginia
resident because it is a
Virginia program, he said.
Second, either the student or
his parents must be a
customer of that bank, he
said.
INDIVIDUAL BANKS may
also
have
their
own
requirements, Herstam said.
VNB requires the student or
parent to have a depository
relationship with VNB for at
least one year before the loan
is taken, and the family income should not exceed
$30,000, he said. But Herstam
added that need is determined
by the school. "If a family
income is $60,000, but there
are six kids in college, they
should be able to get student
loans because the need is
definitely there," he said.
Taylor said to receive a
student loan at UVB, the
student and endorser must
have a depository relationship
with UVB of Harrisonburg for
at least one year. The student
also must be enrolled full
time, and must meet income
requirements, he said.
"I try to help anyone I can
help, but the studunt and the
family must deal right here
with me in Harrisonburg,"
Taylor said. "We have many
dmerent branches, but there
is a separate budget for
separate cities', so I must
comply with my own budget. I.

have to be able to help my own
customers."
UVB lent about $600,000 to
about 225 students this year,
Taylor said.
Herstam said VNB lent
about $150,000 in student loans
this year, about a 20-percent
increase from last year. He
did not know the number of
students who have received
VNB loans this year.
Students must reapply
every year to receive student

loans, Herstam said. But if a
student finds he needs more
money during the year, he
may reapply then, and should
have no trouble getting it
again, he said. "In most
cases,a student can get more
money if he finds that he
underestimated his needs," be
said. But a student loan
cannot exceed $2,500 per year,
he said.
TAYLOR SAID students
may not reapply for more

money during the year at
UVB. "On August 1, we give
the students a check that must
last from August through
May,"he said.
The amount of time a
student has to repay UVB is
determinud by the dollar
amount he borrowed, Taylor
said. There is a minimum of
$50 per month that the student
must pay, and a maximum of
10 years to pay the entire
See LOANS, page 4

Wong winner
UPB unable to find contest victor
to the woman accompanying nun. The
name of Pailey Wong and her alleged
telephone number were given.
The prize is worth $129 and includes 7day hotel expenses in Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla., for spring break. It does not include
transportation costs.
Betsy Brinkley, graduate assistant for
the UPB, said the winner did not have to be
a student and had "probably until March
1" to Claim the prize.
The Winterfest weekend did see a $135
prize successfully delivered to the Dand
Bryant Trio in the Best of Maxims performance.

Will the real Pailey Wong please stand
up? _■

Pailey Wong was the name given to
University Program Board officials as the
winner of a spring break Ft. Lauderdale
package during the Winterfest weekend
four weeks ago.
But she has not claimed her prize and
UPB officials cannot find her. She is not
registered as a student here this semester,
campus and city operators do not have a
phone number listed for her, and persons
answering the telephone number given
with the name do not know her.
"Wedon't know where to go from here,"
UPB advisor jerry Weaver said.
The prize was awarded in a drawing at
the Toons concert Jan. 31. The man with
the winning ticket was from Oil City,
Penn., and said he wanted to give the prize

Meanwhile, the search for Paily Wong
goes on. Weaver said. "I just hope the
person doesn't show on the day of the trip
and wonder why she isn't pp.the list."
—:—
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New commuter senator elected
By IAN KATZ
Ben Garrett defeated three
opponents in the commuter
senator election Thursday to
fill a vacancy in the Student
Government
Association
Senate.
Garrett, a junior, replaces
Larry Heath, who resigned
three weeks ago because of
what he called "a class
conflict."
Garrett received 61 of the
138 votes cast. Tod Kremer,
his closest competitor, took 47
votes. Stephen Rossie and
Jenny Mege received the
remaining votes.
"I had a lot of good people

if Loans~

(Continued from page 3)
amount back, he said.
Herstam said after a
student leaves school, he has a
six month "grace period" to
pay the full amount back to
VNB.
"The interest rate at VNB is 9
percent,
Herstam
said.
"When you are borrowing the
money there is no interest on
that period, "be said. "But

running against me," Garrett
said. "I worked hard, but it
was up for grabs. They all
stood a good chance of winning.
"I've been working on the
busing committee for commuter students," Garrett
said. "I'm trying to get a
better bus system and get rid
of all the inconveniences the
commuter students have.
That, and getting a commuter
lounge were the main points in
my platform," he added.
All commuter students were
eligible to vote, according to
Gary Rodgers, co-chairman of
the
Commuter
Student

Committee. About one-half of
all JMU students are commuters, he said.
The resignation of Senator
Janet Ann Dowd (Eagle) was
announced and approved at
the SGA senate meeting
Tuesday. Dowd, a member of
the Student Services Committee, said she resigned for
"personal reasons."

ALOE VERA Cxc/usioe
TANNING PRODUCTS
Order Direct - SA VE $$$
FREE DELIVERY
FOR SPRING BREAK
433-3865 433-3455
call Kevin Ri shell

Dowd said, "It has nothing
to do with SGA. I love SGA. I
have no grievances against
them. In fact, I'll probably
work as a student-at-large at
the end of the year."

JL

there are fees involved which
are equivalent to about 6
percent of what you are
borrowing." When the student
begins making payments, the
interest rate is 9 percent, he
said.
Taylor said the interest rate
this year is 9 percent if the
student is new and has never
had a loan before at UVB. "If
you had a loan two years ago,

your rate would continue at 7
percent," he said.
American Lancer Society

Enterprise. (Ji)International

2000000 people fighting canctr.
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Krogering
for the best of everything
including the price!

Pasta Night Small Dinner Salad
«1 00
Oarlk Bread & Butler
*J.«rV
ALL you tan eat!

LIKE ENTERTAINMENT
Dining foom
11-4
5-M

UOrdnrtday-Sat.
Loungr
4:30-2am
COST cum it

SPECIALS NIGHTLY
51 burt Square
Downtown Harrkonburq
4A4-3M4

Owned & ©prated by
Jeanne Johnston
and Wchard rrue

BOARDING: TRAINING: SALES
and RIDING INSTURCTION
(Hunt Seat and Saddle Seat)
Bill Shiflet
Rufus & Barbara
Trainer &
Powers
Instructor
Owners
Phone 703Phone•703943-2380
249-5403
Located:
20 minutes from Harrisonburg,
,4 Miles east of Weyers Cave on
Highway 865.
J-.-"M„f>..,:..1.-.,.jJ,.

Tomatoes

—From The Deli—r
A A

Bellewood Stables
Route # 1, Box 151-A
Grottoes, Virginia 24441
PRESENTS
Grand opening of 20 stall barn
and
Full time Trainer ■

Salad

White
Bread
FRESH
MADE
PIZZAS

12-INCH

Cheese Pizza

1

$919

NOW im

.

12-INCH PEPPERONI, MUSHROOM

Sausage Pizza

NOW

12-INCH

S029

Deluxe Pizza

NOW

6

COPYRIGHT IWl-TMf KROGER CO. ITtMS AND MUCK
GOOD SUNDAY Fit. II THRU SATURDAY Fit 27. IMS IN
HARRtSONEURG. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES. NONE SOID TO DEALERS.

ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY
E4ch of these sdvertated items is required to be
readily available tor sate in each Kroger Store, exeat: as
apeoficaty noted an thaad If we do run out of an adv amend
item, we will offer you your choice of a comparable item,
when available, reflecting the same savings or a raincheck
which wiN entitle you to pu^nate the advertised item at the
advertised price within 30 days

ITUC
ib

Teachers recall thrills of semester in London

^

The weather was unpredictable, the quarters were
somewhat cramped for a
family of five, and six or more
miles of walking was required
every day, but being involved
with the Semester in London
last fall was a "glorious high"
for Tom and Kay Arthur.
As he settles back into the
normal routine of teaching
theater at James Madison
University,
Dr.
Thomas
Arthur, professor of communication arts,continues to
overflow with enthusiasm for
the London program. "I
remembered
how • lovely
teaching is '. . .it was reviving
to be so close to the students,"
said the director of JMU's
fifth London semester.
His wife, Dr. Kathleen Giles
Arthur, assistant professor of
art, joined Tom in praising the
London experience. She was
doing historical art research
on a faculty research and
development leave and used
some of the
excellent
specialized
libraries
of
London for her work. Nevertheless, she found that she
also became a part of the
program with Tom and the 30
JMU students. "We so much
enjoyed sharing, the students'
discovery of the city," she
noted.
Running the program was
both
exhilarating
and
exhausting, the Arthurs said,
lest anyone think they spent
the semester on vacation.
"It's a program that demands
S1 lot of energy. . .even conditioning," Tom said. But,
"We'd do it again in a
minute," he said.
At least part of what added
23 theater productions that
were part of the two drama
courses Tom taught. Since the
London theater schedule is
constantly changing, there
was a mad rush to secure
tickets for the group early in
the semester.
In addition to productions
seen with the students, the
Arthurs also attended nearly
30 other productions.
"Wesaw wonderful things,"
Tom said, including Moliere's
"Don Juan," "Hamlet," a

Gilbert & Sullivan production,
a Shaw play, and many
others.
As soon as the semester
ended, Tom took a trip to East
Berlin to see a Brecht play at
the Berliner Ensemble in
preparation for directing
"Three Penny Opera" at JMU
this spring.
One production that greatly
impressed both the Arthurs
and the students was "Cats,"
a new musical by Andrew
Lloyd Webber, the composer
of the music for "Evita,"
"Jesus Christ Superstar" and
"Joseph and the Amazing
Technicolor Dreamcoat."
Several students met some
members of the "Cats"
production
and
became
friendly with them. Through
that contact the actors came
to a JMU drama class and
discussed their work; now
there is a possibility that one
or more of them may come to
JMU as guests during the
Festival of the Arts.
"Cats" will open in New
York soon, Tom said, where
he expects it to be as big a hit
as it has become in London.

Also through student contact, the JMU group was
shown around the British
Broadcasting studios. At the
BBC Tom conducted an interview with two people from
"Cats" which will be aired on
WMRA this semester and may
be rebroadcast in London.
The two theater courses
Tom taught were among
seven classes the students had
to
choose
from
their
schedules. Other classes offered by British professors
included architecture, British
art, history and political
science. The British teachers
were "exellent," Tom and
Kay said, adding that credit
for recruiting them should go
to Dr. Ralph Alan Cohen, the
originator
and
current
coordinator of the program.
Cohen is an associate
professor of English at JMU.
In addition to the drama
classes, Tom
also administered an independent
humanities course which
encouraged students to immerse themselves in various
"aspects of London life and
culture." The students were to

do 20 of 28 possible activities
and then write papers about
them.
The choices included such
things as attending a trial at
the Old Bailey, critically
observing an evening of
English television, analyzing
three British newspapers, and
visitng various museums,
churches and other places of
interest.
On the lighter side of
English life, the students also
could choose to compare and
contrast a selection of English
pubs.

Spending a semester in
London is a "hyper existence"
and
it
"should
be
stimulating," Tom said. He
said he considers the program
to be "academically substantial."
For the drama classes, the
students did weekly papers on
the plays they saw, and during
class time "we took the plays
apart and talked about how
they worked," Tom said.
Even students who didn't
evroll in the drama classes
were able to see the

'Freak for London'is pleased
with program he began in '79
Dr. Ralph Alan Cohen, a self-proclaimed
"freak for London," is extrememly pleased
with the Semester in London program be
pioneered three years ago.
In addition to the recognition the program
has achieved among James Madison
University students, Cohen is pleased with the
high quality of British professors involved with
the program. The program got" better British
professors quicker than I dreamed," the JMU
English professor said.
The program has had good luck, Cohen said,
adding "the best luck has been the place we
chose to house students." After be and his wife
personally investigated about 20 possible
places to house students, the Arran House was
selected for the program's first semester in the
fall of 1979. "Our judgment turned out to be
right," be said.
Students have continued to be housed in the
Arran House each semester. The relationships
with the staff there as well as at the faculty flat
have been "wonderful," he said. "I never

imagined such a feeling of family."
The major disappointment of the program
for Cohen has been the increasing costs which
may preclude some students from going. "We
need to keep an eye out to help students who
would want to go if they had the money."
He also would like to involve British students
in the JMU program. The British school
schedule is different than JMU's and "we can't
plug into their school year."
JMU rents classroom space from Birkbeck
College of the University el London. It's a
disadvantage that the students don't mingle
with the British students, but there are advantages to the set up, Cohen noted.
JMU can schedule its classes whenever it
likes, and the group "can do things British
students wouldn't be interested in," such as
field trips in and around London.
The courses are set up to have two meetings
a week-one in the classroom and one in the
field which provides "terrific freedom," he
said.

productions as part of their
tuition charges.
Academic work may have
taken up much of the students'
time, but there was always a
chance to test out other
aspects of British culture. The
recent widespread popularity
of the punk style in London
inspired the students to dress
up in their punkiest and visit a
square popular with visitors to
London.
American tourists,
believing the JMU people
typically British, started
following the students around,
snapping photos, and a British
woman who fell down
wouldn't let the students help
her up, warding them off with
her handbag.
The punks (real ones, not
students) are "pretty scary ..
. you see them everywhere,"
Kay said. According to the
Arthurs' son Adam, they were
told how to tell the difference
between relatively harmless
punks and the "real thing."
The ones who dye their hair
wild colors aren't as serious,
he said, because they know
they can change it back
whenever they want. But the
ones with shaved heads or
mohawks are the ones to look
out for. The group was told by
Londoners "not to mess with
them."
Although London was full of
interesting people and places,
the semester wasn't confined
to England's borders. The
Arthurs took the students to
Amiens and Paris during the
term, and during two oneweek breaks many students
explored various places in
Europe and more of the
United Kingdom.
Kay's research twice took
her to Florence to start work
on a book on patronage of the
arts in Uth century Florence.
She selected for further
analysis about 30 wealty and
noble families who supported
the arts during the period.
Rather than finding that the
British dislike Americans, the
Arthurs noted they were
"unfailingly interested in
Americans."

THETACHI
Presents

COLLEGE NIGHT
AT
THE BRANDING IRON

For courteous•service, modern designs
at aodeot prices and
a loot to suit your
Personality, aalce an
appolataent with one
■ of our professionals.

featuring

.FLASHBACK
Wednesday February 24
Willie J.Jornson
Blue Grass Dance Band
Thursday 25 9-1
Specials 5-7 Tues. Wed.Thurs.Fri.
Your Favorite Beverage
50* Alass/'ZOO pitcher

AJ4-1617

j0k

«

JI^CF
Aa:c for'Y .) ' /^
'either: Wayne, JEath.-,
Sobby, or Hcnate,

9mm
DON'T LET THEM GET TO YOU!
Check out the programs on TUESDAY,
February 23 and WEDNESDAY, February 24
in the Campus Center.
See brochures for program descriptions.
Sponsored by the Division of Student Affairs

■
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
SUMMER BULLETINS
Bulletins (Of the 1962 Summer Session
are now available In the Summer School
Office, Wilson 107.

>

*

TAX HELP
The JMU Accounting Honor Society is
providing volunteer Income tax
assistance trom Feb. 8 to April 15 every
Mon., Tue. and Wed. from 3-5 p.m. and
Wed. from 6-8 p.m. in the Student Advocate Office In WCC

STUDENT SERVICES
The next meeting of the Commission of
Student Services will be Feb. 23 at 3 p.m
In Room B of WCC.

KAPPA DELTA PI
Kappa Delta Pi, an education honor
society, will be meeting Feb. 23 at 7 p.m.
in Jackson 1-A. The guest speaker,
Margaret Marston of the Virginia State
Board.of Education, will speak on teacher
certification. All education maiors are Invited.

DPMA

.-<..-

Jack Louis, of the Navy Regulatory
Data Automation Center, will speak at the
next meetlno,of DPMA Feb. 24, at 8:30 In
HX-B3. All members are expected to attend. Important events in March will be
discussed.

JAYCEES
The JMU Jaycees will meet Feb. 22, at 8
p.m. in the WCC. There will be a guest
speaker at the meeting. The point system
Is In effect.. All Interested members and
guests are invited.

WAMPLER THEATRE
Superhero, an original comedy by
Phoef Sutton, will be presented at the
Wampler Experimental Theatre, Feb. 26
and 27 at 8 p.m. The play will also be
presented at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. on Feb. 28.
Admission Is S2.

HONORS THESES
Juniors who wish to undertake a Senior
Honors thesis should contact their
academic advisors, or speak to Dr. Rlley
in the History Department.

PHI BETA LAMBDA
There will be a PBL Night at JM's Feb.
22. Members should bring discount
coupons.

SPECIAL OLYMPICS

BSU

Over 300 volunteers are needed for
Virginia State Winter Games to held at
JMU March 26-28. If Interested, the
organizational meeting will be held Feb
23 at 7 p.m. in Godwin 343-344.

The Baptist Student Union meets on
Thursday evenings at 5:30 p.m The BSU
New Psalm Singers meet Wednesday
evenings at 8:T5 p.m. The BSU also sponsors Saturday adoption and other tamily
groups. If interested, contact the BSU at
711 S. Main St. or call 433-6822.

The JMU Women's Rugby Club will
have an organizational meeting on Feb
24 at 7 p.m. in Room B of WCC.
The JMU Women's Rugby Club also
needs a coach for its spring season. If interested. please call Sue at 433-3382.

LSM

The Lutheran Student Movement will
hold Its weekly meeting Feb. 25 at 8 p.m
at Muhlenberg Church. This meeting will
be Film Night.
LSM's Local Retreat will be held Feb.
27-28. The theme Is "Values and Faith.'
Contact Pastor Braun at 434-3496 for
more Information.

OUTING CLUB

CCM
Masses on campus are on Thursdays
at 4:30 p.m. in the Religious Center. Saturdays at 5 p.m. in Room D of WCC and
Sundays at 10:30 a.m. and noon in the
Ballroom of WCC.
On Feb. 22 & 23 there will be tryouts for
"Celebrate Life," a Christian musical.
Anyone interested should have a song
prepared. Feb. 22 auditions will be held in
the south ballroom of WCC from 4-6 p.m.
Feb. 23 auditions will be held in Converse
dorm's TV lounge from 4-6 p.m.'
There will be a Bread for the World
meeting from 4-6 p.m. in Room E of WCC,
Feb. 16. A film titled "I Want to Live" will
be shown.
There will be two masses held for Ash
Wednesday, Feb. 24. A 5:30 p.m. mass
will be held In Godwin 338 and a 7 p.m.
mass will be held in Godwin 343-344

WESLEY FOUNDATION
King's Ransomed; a group skilled in
puppetry, clowning, mime and music
from Virginia Wesleyan College, will perform in the Religious Activities Center in
Converse Hall Feb. 27, at 7:30 p.m. The
group will perform a workshop for those
who work wltb children at the Asbury
United Methodist Church on South Main
Street at 10 a.m. the same day.
The Wesley Student Fellowship planning group will meet Feb. 24, at 5:30 p.m. at
the student center on South Mason
Street. After the meeting, the Rev John
Copenhaver will conduct an Ash Wednesday service.

Expires Feb 1 '82 Thru Feb 28 '82

The JMU Outing Club meets every
Wednesday at 6 p.m. in Jackson 1B. If interested in hiking, rock climbing, rappelling or any other outdoor activities, attend
the meetings. A trip to Nags Head, N.C
for hang gliding is planned for spring
break.
,

CP4P
"Evaluating Offers and Negotiating
Salaries," a CP&P presentation will advise students on evaluating offers, entrylevel salary figures and successful
negotiationg techniques. The presents
tlon, delivered by a visiting employer, will
be held Feb. 23, from 7-8 p.m. In Miller
101.
"Interviewing for Teaching Positions,"
a CP&P workshop will be offered Feb. 23,
from 11 a.m. to noon. Interview preparation, typical question and Interview folowup will be discussed. Session concludes
with question and answer period. Sign up
in advance In the CP&P office.
"Resume Writing," a CP&P workshop
will be held Feb. 23 from 1:45-2:45 p.m.
The workshop will discuss the purpose,
the types and the mechanics of resumes
Cover letter design will also be discussed. Sign up in advance in the CP&P office.
Attend "Practice Interviews" to polish
up on interviewing skills. This service will
be offered every Monday at 3 p.m. at the
CP&P office on a first-come, first-served
Oasis. Bring a resume.
"Career
Questions"
gives
underclassmen the opportunity- to
'discuss with staff members questions on
choosing majors and other career Information every Tuesday on a walk-in basis
from 1-3 p.m.

Expires Feb 1 '82 Thru Feb 28 '82

Vi gallon

OLD MILWAUKEE
12 oz. Cans

SEALTEST
ICE CREAM

$2.09 6 pack

$1.79
AT PARTICIPATING
STORES IN HARRISONBURG.
BRIDQEWATER AND ELKTON

m

Expire* Feb 1 82 Thru Feb 28 "82

Dr. Pepper, Mountain Dew,
Sunkist, Diet Dr. Pepper
16 oz. Non-Returnable
Bottles
$1.79 6 pack

AT PARTICIPATING
STORES IN HARRISONBURG.
BRIDQEWATER AND ELKTON

t$

"'VALUABLE

COUPON'"

Expires Feb 1 82 Thru Feb 28 '82

25* Off
Any 7-ELEVEN
SANDWICH OR BURRITO

AT PARTICIPATING
STORES IN HARRISONBURG.
BRIDQEWATER AND ELKTON

AT PARTICIPATING
STORES IN HARRISONBURG.
BRIDGEWATER AND ELKTON
'llUUlil VALUABLE
IW" VALUABLE

Expires Feb 1 '82 Thru Feb 28 82

COUPONWi/lW
COUPON

Expires Feb 1 '82 Thru Feb 28 '82

25* off -

22 oz. Loaf 7 ELEVEN BREAD

2 for 99

Regular or Advertised
Price of Any
CARTON CIGARETTES

AT PARTICIPATING
STORES IN HARRISONBURG,
BRIDGEWATER AND ELKTON

\JJ

.
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BUSINESS SYMPOSIUM

PLANETARIUM

The deadline lor all business students
for dinner reservations is March 4 for the
Business Symposium on March 24 The
cost is $12. make checks payable to the
Madison Marketing Association.

Wells Planetarium presents "The
Stellar Thread" al 7 p.m. and 8 p.m. on
Feb. 25.

i

PHYSICS LECTURE
WOMEN'S RUGBY

•

'

AT PART1CPATING
STORES IN HARRISONBURG.
BRIDGEWATER
I VALUABLE

COUPON:

Register to Win a Free Color
Television No Purchase Necessary,
Entry Blanks Available at
Participating 7-ELEVEH Stores in
Harrisonburg, Bridgewater,
and Elkton AMERICA LIKES THE

FREEDOM
of 7-ELEVEI1

BIOLOGY SEMINAR
Dr. James L. Reveal, of the University
of Maryland, will speak on "Botanical Exploration in the People's Republic of
China'' Feb. 23 at 4 p.m. in Burruss 212.

' Dr. Richard C Moore, of the State Air
Pollution Control Board in Roanoke.
Virginia, will present a slide show on the
sources of air pollution before and after
controls are installed Feb. 22 at 4:30 p.m.
in Miller 109.

Hagerstown Reproductive
Health Services
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
ABORTION SERVICES
ALTERNATIVE COUNSELING
BIRTH CONTROL
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
BOARD CERTIFIED GYNECOLOGISTS
ALL SERVICES ARE CONFIDENTIAL

100 W. Washington St.e Hgentown, ML) 11740• 3(11 -733-2400

Beware The Invasion!!!
Appearing Wed., Feb. 24 in the ballroom

The SPACE §HARKS
Tickets $2 in advance; $2.50 at door
Call7170or 7175
Tickets available in Greek Office
•

Mon. and Tues.

A&P
Schmidt's Beer 6/12 oz.
Pepsi 8^6 oz.

1.39
1.29
plus dep.
Sealtest Ice Cream Vi gal.
1.69
P &Q brand 2 rolls for
1.00
[Torino's frozen Pizzas 12 oz. 1.29
Ramen Pride 5 noodles 3 oz. pkgs,
5/.99
Nabisco Chips Ahoy 19 oz. pkg.
1.69
1.6
Quaker Made Sandwich Steaks
2 lbs. 3.99
Whole Sirloin tips
1.79/lb.
Sirloin tip London Broil 2.49/lb.
Jamestown Sausage
.89/lb.
Jamestown Bacon
1.49/lb.
Porterhouse Steaks
2.99/lb.
HollyFarmlegor breast quarters
.69and.79/lb.
White Grapefruit
--^B/.99
Golden Delicious Apple .48/lb.
10 lbs. of Potatoes

—=

i

1.38
*■

•
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Guest choreographer teaches here

Solo combines monologue and movement

•

■

By DIANE FIRESHEETS
Liz Lerman, artistic director of the
Dance Exchange in Washington, D.C.,
and Don Zuckerman, teacher and performer there, visited James Madison
University Friday and Saturday.
Lerman was here to polish up a dance
she brought to the JMU Modern Dance
Ensemble's repertoire.
"Who's on First" was choreographed in
1978 by Lerman as a solo, and has
evolved over the yetirs into the dance she
taught here to a group of four dancers.
"Who's on First" is a combination of
monologue and movement that comments on the phenomenon of the sports
fan.
After reading many sports books,
including Bill Veeck's Veeck as in
Wreck, Lerman became interested in
why so many people go to athletic events.
"Who's on First"
begins,"Dance
audiences are on an upswing,...Fifteen
million Americans will see ballet this
year,...But do you know how many
people will be in stadiums this weekend
alone? Four to five million not including
the hundreds of thousands watching on
their Monday night televisions."
"It's fun to be a fan," Lerman says.
"It's more fun to be a fan than an
audience member."
Lerman has always been intrigued
with combining dance and words. She
believes that dancers communicate
better with an audience if they are
talking, even though the movement is
abstract.
'
"Who's on First" is popular with
audiences, especially with non-dancers,
because of the words.
"The movement is purposely designed
to not be powerful in its own right,"
Lerman said. "The movement needs the
words to be complete."
Lerman, 33, is originally from
California and grew up in Wisconsin. She
taught and studied at George Washington
University in Washington, D.C. before
creating the Dance Exchange in 1978.
The Dance Exchange is a non-profit
organization of dance professionals who
teach a range of classes and perform in

the Dance Exchange Performance
Company.
Lerman is an adventurous artist who
believes in providing opportunities for
artists and the community to come
together to explore dance.
"We at the Dance Exchange teach in
all different locations, bringing all kinds
of people together: Everyone can gain by
dancing," she said.
Teaching groups in office buildings,
children's hospitals, libraries, high
schools, and senior citizens' homes just
touches on the people Lerman wishes to
reach with dance.
To prove her point, she even has a
second performing company, The
Dancers of the Third Age, all nonprofessionals, ranging from 58 to 84
years. They regularly perform, both with
the professional company and on their
own.

'We at the Dance Exchange
teach in all different
locations, ....Everyone
can gain by dancing.'
Lerman and the Dance Exchange have
been getting recognition nationally as
well as in the Washington area. Recently
Wall Street Journal wrote an article on
one of her new dances concerning
Reaganonomics. The article was picked
up by NBC television, and on Feb. 13
Lerman was on the NBC Nightfy News.
Shaking her curly hair, placed
haphazardly on the top of her head,
dressed in leotards and baggy sweatpants, Lerman simply beams with pride
over those accomplishments.
"We're getting there!" she says.
Referring to "Who's on First," she
commented, "Daily newspapers devote
whole' sections to sports. Dance gets
maybe a review somewhere in the
See DANCE, page 8

Liz Lerman, of the Dance Exchange, taught her solo, "Who's on
First," to the JMU Modern Dance Ensemble, while John Crawford
watched. (Photo by Kim Perine)

Annual jazz winter concert boasts swinging evening
By SCOTT BABCOCK
Wilson Hall rocked Thursday night when the James Madison
University Jazz Band and Jazz Ensemble gave their annual
winter concert.
Despite the inclement weather, one of the largest crowds to
ever attend a JMU jazz concert showed up to cheer on the jazzers.
Kicking off the evening was the JMU Jazz Band, under the
direction of Dr. John Cryder. Playing tunes from the straightahead jazz idiom, the band got the show moving with "Blue Invasion" and "Rundown.". .

Marlon "Fish" Foster brought the drums alive Thursday in Wilson Hall. (Photo by
Tom Lighton)
-*•*;

.

The band's best number and one of the evening's highlights was
a tribute to the great jazz pianist-composer, Thelonious Monk,
who died Thursday. Led by Cryder on french bora, with Ricky
Crawley on saxophone, the band played a heartfelt and touching
rendition of the Monk classic,. "Round Midnight."
The band finished out its set with the high-paced, "Samba Janet
Evening."
With the stage sufficiently warmed up, the JMU Jazz Ensemble
came out. This award-winning jazz band features the top jazz
talents from JMU.
Directed by Dr. George West, the ensemble got things rolling
again with "Big Mama Louis," a driving tune by Kim Richmond.
Trombone-man Stuart McLean was the featured soloist on the
Chuck Sayre ballad, "Jolie."
Cryder then joined the ensemble and played a haunting french
horn, lead over the Bill Watrous piece, "Sho."
The director of a jazz improvisation class at JMU, and a master
of the sax, George Wolfe, along with two members of his class, led
JAZZ,
Page.. A. —
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irDance
(Continued from page 7)
middle of a section."
A
In "Who's on First" she says, "Imagine, imagine for a moment
a column in your daily newspaper devoted to your local dance
troupe. The maturing of the coaching staff, the latest farm club
recruit from New York City, the current injured list, a family
Udbit, a religious locker room extravaganza."
"Who's on First" will be performed at the Modern Dance
Ensemble's Spring Concert, March 18-20, at Latimer- Shaeffer
Theatre.
Lerman and the Dance Exchange Company just finished a
concert performance, their first major concert since performing
at the Kennedy Center in 1981. Lerman now plans to take a leave
of absence for six months to tour, teach and choreograph. The
Dance Exchange will continue without her until her return.
"I'll leave my side-kick in charge of performances," she said
motioning to Zuckerman, smiling.
Zuckerman is a graduate student at George Washington
University. He is a professional singer as well as a dancer, and
very proud of being Lerman's "side-kick."
But, what will Lerman be creating next with her innovative
imaginative mind?
Hugging her knees she thoughtfully and secretly said, "I have
three ideas so far, but they're always brewing."

* Jazz
(Continued from page 7)
the band in a light-hearted arrangement of the theme song from
"The Flintstones."
Wolfe then was the featured soloist, along with the sax section,
on the Howie Segurson tune, "Altometer".
The band played a mellower tune, "Stardust," a bluesorientednumber that featured John Good on the trombone.
Upbeating the tempo, they played the latin-swing number, "A
Night in Tunisia."
Closing out the set, the band played a medley of songs by the
great Duke Ellington, a Sammy Nestico arrangement entitled,
"A Tribute to the Duke."

This award-winning jcta band
features the top jazz talent from JMU'
When the enthusiastic crowd showed that it was not ready to see
the concert end, West kept the ensemble on for one more number.
The band members reached into their folders and brought out
"Our Band Will Shine." This hot, moving tune featured the
always incredible, always unbelievable, Marlon "Fish" Foster on
the drums'.
The ensemble left the audience tapping their feet, clapping
their hands and wanting more.

Tonya Lazenby performs In the Black Student Alliance variety show. The
show, which was held Saturday night in AnthonySeeger auditorium, featured
20 acts and Involved approximately 35 performers. About $135 was collected
in donations which will be added to the black scholarship fund. (Photo by Kim
Ferine)

Look what's cookin at

SHONEYS
New
light nCrispShrimpDinner

at Scotland Yard

Lfm$>£M mxm iji&wii)

*• ow O-new mfee. We UM fafe ihrwnp,

homemade toup and aNtien freah Man you can eai.
Try t nom, rf Ha *ccio! Mroductorv price.

fftaaewwajrwesag

$429

toSho«eyV

Tickets only $1.50
$4.00 at the door
Available Thur. in the Greek Office

JMU's game tonight against Campbell College
will be senior Linton Townes' last home game
and probably the final contest ever played in
Godwin Hall. Both Townes and student assistant coach Joe Bounincontri, also a senior and
former player, will be honored in a pre-game
ceremony.

Sports
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Townes' shot gives JMU 20th win
By DANNY FINNEGAN
Linton Townes* 20-foot jump shot with only
seven seconds remaining gave James Madison
University a 56-55 win over the College of
William and Mary Saturday in Williamsburg
Townes' clutch jumper virtually assured the
Dukes of the first-round bye in the Eastern
College Athletic Conference South Tournament
and gave them 20 regular season wins, the first
time JMU has accomplished that at the
Division I level.
JMU is now 20-4 and 9-1 in conference play
The Dukes' closest competition for the bye is
Old Dominion University (15-9,5-2). JMU plays
Old Dominion this Saturday in a regionally
televised (1:30 p.m. on NBC) game.
"Now we can breathe a sigh of relief," JMU
coach Lou Campanelli said after the win
The loss drops William and Mary to fourth
place in the ECAC South with marks of 13-11
and 4-5.
As was the case in the four previous meetings
between the teams in WilliamsbuTg, the game
was close throughout. Neither team could grab
more than a six point lead in the seesaw contest.
William and Mary seemed to finally be in
control after Kevin Richardson capitalized off
the Indians' delay offense with a slam dunk to
put his team up by four, 53-49, with only 1.55
remaining.
But a three-point play by Dan Ruland at the
other end trimmed the lead to one, 53-52 with
1:41 left.
The Indians slowed their offense down again,
and JMU was forced to sacrifice guard Charles
Fisher, who picked up his fifth foul, when he
bumped into Billy Barnes, who hit both ends of
one and one to make it 55-52.
Ruland, the game's leading scorer with 20
points, again cut the lead to one when he took a
J
n Ru,a d
KTS.ES
" .f «l Keith Bradley scramble loose ball in the Dukes' 56-55 win over the Inpass from guard Derek Steele and threw in a
with William and Mary's Mike Strayhorn for a
dians. (Photo by David L Johnson)
fearsome one-handed windmill dunk.
JMU sent Barnes to the line again with :28
left in the game, and this time the senior point
guard, only a 56 percent free throw shooter,
missed the front end of the one and one and
Ruland pulled in the rebound.
After a JMU time-out, Steele was able to get
the ball to Townes, who fired his game-winning
shot from the left side of the key over Mike
Strayhorn.
By RICHARD AMACHER
State.
"We wanted to work for a good shot,"
Twenty big wins.
That statistic proves that last year's final ranking of
Campanelli
said. "We wanted to shoot with
In a mere decade, JMU's basketball team has reached
sixth with a 57.2 mark was no fluke.
seven
or
eight
seconds left so if there was a
the pinnacle of success in major college basketball.
And teams that play consistently sound defense must
miss
we
would
have
a chance at a stickback."
An unknown Division HI competitor 11 seasons ago,
be disciplined. The Dukes have demonstrated they are,
Townes
added,
"Many
times before that shot
the Dukes have earned themselves a place among
in over two seasons their worst loss was by 13 points to
hasn't
fallen
and
I
just
said to myself that
college basketball's elite.
Virginia in the Richmond Times-Dispatch tournament
things have to go my way some times.
Although the final implications of winning 20 games
this year.
"They were in a zone and it was Derek Steele
(probably more) during the regular season probably
That itself should be proof that JMU could hold its own
who
got me the shot. He passed the ball to the
won't be truly analyzed until after the season, it is a feat
against any team in the nation.
opposite
side to set me up. Then he penetrated
that has several meaningful conclusions now.
The Dukes are also ranked llth in rebounding margin
and
passed
the ball back to me."
Coach Lou Campanelli summed up his thoughts
holding a 10.7 rebound per game edge over opponents.
William
and
Mary called a time-out with just
concerning the achievement after JMU notched the
Another criteria for independent NCAA tournament
four
seconds
left,
but the Dukes' pressing
magical 20th victory by defeating William and Mary 56bids is the strength of a team's schedule, and it can be
defense did not allow the Indians to get a shot
55 Saturday.
argued JMU has played a fairly competitive slate.
off before the buzzer.
"We're going to the NCAA tournament one way or
"It's an achievement to win 20 games especially since
"It wasa great comeback, "Campanelli said.
another, 'cause I don't think that the NCAA committee
we haven't played any bops since Whittier College 24
"We showed a lot of poise."
can eliminate us or keep us out," Campanelli said.
games ago," Campanelli said.
Ruland and Townes, who had 19 points, also
"'Cause I think we achieved enough this year and what
Not only have the Dukes not been playing "bops," they
provided
most of the Dukes' offense early in the
we achieved last year has got to gain their attention."
have been playing respectable teams on the road. JMU
game.
Ruland
scored six of the team's first ten
Campanelli certainly has many valid arguments, but
has played five of its last eight games on the road and
points
and
Townes
had the other four.
the NCAA committee is a strange animal and has been
won mem all. It has also won 10 of its last 11 games.
With William and Mary ahead 15-10 and 9:22
known to ignore more prominent institutions than good
A quick glance at how some of JMU's opponents have
left in the first half, Ruland's three-point play
ol' Jimmy Mad. U.
done
this
season
supports
Campanelli's
point.
started
a string of nine points by JMU.
Here are some of the arguments the Dukes can
Virginia's achievments are obvious, but Richmond,
But.after calling a time-out, the Indians
present.
New Orleans, Virginia Commenwealth and William and
scored the last six points of the half to even the
JMU is minus only one of its five starters from last
Mary have had impressive moments.
score at 23-23.
year's squad that beat Georgetown in the first-round of
The Spiders opened the season by beating Wake
Fisher, the only other JMU player in double
the NCAA, so it would return an experienced team to the
Forest and Oregon. The Privateers defeated Southwest
figures with 11 points, opened the second half
prestigious tournament.
Lousiana when they were ranked in the Top 20 and
with a three-point play.
Two of the Dukes four losses this year were to
Dayton just recently.
The Dukes were able to hold on to the lead,
Virginia, the nation's top rated team.
The Rams lost a one-point decision to Alabamawith Fisher and Townes leading the offense.
Statistically, JMU ranks in the top 15 in two
Birmingham this weekend, dropping them to second in
Fisher had eight second half points and Townes
categories.
the Sun Belt conference.
had 13.
The most notable is its excellent defensive stats. JMU
The Indian^ have been up and down all season, but did
The Dukes stretched their lead to sue points,
is currently ranked fifth in the country in points allowed
manage to beat Virginia Tech and Temple last week.
39-33, with 12:14 left. Strayhorn then led a rally
per game with a 52.6 average. Included in the top five of
that catagory are heavyweights Fresno State and N.C.
See PINNACLE, page 10
See TOWNES, page 10
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Wrestlers
win
two
on
road
Sports round-up
to finish regular season
Men's track seventh in state
The James Madison University men's track team
finished in seventh place in the Virginia Intercollegiate
Track and Field Championships held this weekend in
Blacksburg.
The Dukes, who came in fifth place in last year's event,
placed in seven events to score 19 points.
The University of Virginia won the meet with 120 points,
followed by Virginia Military Institute with 106 points and
George Mason University with 1051* points.
Pole vaulter Neil Freeman was the Dukes' highest
finisher in the meet. Freeman cleared 15 feet to take third
in the event.
Jumper Reggie Hayes was the only performer from JMU
to place in two events. Hayes placed fifth in the high jump
with a leap of 6-10 and fifth in the long jump with a mark of
23-5*.
Sprinter Therron Phipps was fifth in the 55-meter dash in
a time of 6.51.
Taking sixths were John McCutchen in the 500-meters
(1:04.5) and Lenny Russell in the 400-meters (50.1).
The JMU 1600-meter relay also finished in sixth place.

ETSU tops Duchesses, 80-62
<*

t!*'

Guard Marsha Cowart scored 27 points and four teammates reached double figures as East Tennessee State
University handed the visiting James Madison Univeristy
women's basketball team an 80-62 defeat Saturday.
Cowart also had four rebounds, five assists and three
steals as East Tennessee improved its record to 16-8.
The Duchesses are now 6-14.
JMU controlled the game early and led 18-12 behind eight
points by Deanna Meadows and six by Michele James.
But when Duchesses center Beth Hamilton scored with
8:21 to go in the first half, it broke a four-and-a-half minute
scoring drought for the Duchesses.
The Lady Pirates scored twelve points during the
Duchesses' dry spell to take a 24-18 lead. Cowart and forward Jackie Phillips scored four points each in the streak.
East Tennessee built on that lead and led 43-32 at the
intermission despite six points by JMU reserve guard Judy
Baumgardner in the last three minutes of the half.
Baumgardner's driving basket with 9:43 remaining in the
game cut the East Tennessee lead to 59-50, but that was the
only time in the half that the Duchesses were able to get
within 10 points.
Meadows led the Duchesses in scoring with 18 points and
in rebounding with 14. Meadows added four blocked shots
and three assists.
Freshmen Sue Manelski and James added 14 and 12
points, respectivley, and Baumgardner scored 10 points.
Phillips was the Lady Pirates second leading scorer with
ljpoints, and she also had a game-high 15 rebounds.

By KENNY SOTHORON
\
"We had an excellent year/' said James
Madison University wrestling Coach Dick
Besnier. "We beat everyone in the state of
Virginia and reached our goal of 16 wins."
Not only did JMU make itself known on the
state level, they also placed second in the
Turkey Bowl Invitational at Navy, beating
such highly touted teams as North Carolina
State and Loch Haven State University.
For the first time in JMU wrestling history,
the Dukes beat The University of Virginia and
Virginia Tech. They also beat a highly-rated
Pittsburgh-Johnstown team.
The wrestling team has also made itself
known among varsity sports here at JMU.
Crowd support was outstanding during home
meets.
The Dukes closed out their regular season on
Thursday and Friday with big wins over
William and Mary 22-13 and George
Washington University 33-9 on the road. The
Dukes compiled a 16-2 mark, their best ever.
"We have established a rivalry with William
& Mary," said Besnier. "I used to coach
there."
The 150-pound weight class, with John Arceri
of JMU beating Doug LeGarde 8-3 was the big
key for the Dukes against the Indians.
LeGarde bested Arceri in the state match, and
this was sweet revenge, according to Besnier.
The win closed the score to 10-6 in favor of
the Indians, but hot for long as Paul Morina
crushed Chris Aragone 16-1 at 158 pounds to put
JMU in the lead for good 11-10.
Jack Fitzgerald, wrestling at 167 pounds for
the Dukes, edged Kevin Looney in a crucial
match 7-4 to up the JMU lead to 14-10.
John Hubert lost 6-2 to Doug Dix of the Tribe
in the 177-pound weight class as William and
Mary closed to within one point 14-13.
Danny Corbin humiliated Mitch Slodonicz 130 in the 190-pound division and Dave Stanton of
the Dukes beat Bill Swartzfager 5-2 to give the
Dukes their 15th win of the year.
The Dukes' other win came at the bands of
Bob Carmichael in the 134 class. Carmichael
decisioned Phil Rizzo 11-6.
Against George Washington, the Dukes only
lost three matches. Alex Boyer, wrestling at
126, won by forfeit and Carmichael got his 12th
pin of the season as he pinned John Cannon
with only 57 seconds gone in the first period.

Arceri wrestled and lost a tough match to the
Colonels' top wrestler, Joe Corbett, in the 150pound class. Corbett has won over 120 matches
in his career and Arceri took him the distance
only to come out on the short end 5-4.
JMU won the final five matches as Mike
Gallo beat Mike Shaffer 16-6 at 158 pounds,
Morina, moving up to 167, beat Tim Redmond
of George Washington 17-5 and Fitzgerald won
by forfeit at 177 pounds.
Hubert defeated Chris Bilorenzo 9-5 In the
190-pound class and Stanton won the
heavyweight class over Dino Rodwell 2-1.

* Pinnacle
(Continued from page 9)
Of course the Dukes could spare the
arguments and assure themselves of a second
straight NCAA appearance if they can win the
ECAC South tournament. JMU's impressive
record should sway the ECAC South committee into granting the Dukes the advantageous first-round bye in the conference
tournament.
And if by some fate of injustice the Dukes are
overlooked come NCAA tournament time,
surely their 20 wins will earn them a bid to the
NITs. After all, Old Dominion won only 18
games last season and was an NIT selection.

* Townes
(Continued from page 9)
that saw the Indians score on each of their next
10 possessions and gain that seemingly safe 5349 lead. Strayhorn had eight points in the
string, all coming on shots outside 18 feet.
"When they had that streak," said JMU
assistant coach Bill Leather man, "Lou asked
me if we were going to change defenses and I
said, 'Hell, we've used them all.'"
William and Mary shot 70 percent from the
field in the second half, mostly from the outside. JMU, however, kept pace with the Indians
by shooting 72 percent.
"They would have blown most teams out, the
way they were shooting," Campanelli said.
Brant Weidner led the Indians with 14 points.
Strayhorn added 10, eight of them in the second
half.

FLYING
LESSONS
PLUS $17,000 INCOME YOUR FIRST YEAR
And thats only the start of your career as an Air Force Pilot or Navigator.
If you are a college senior or graduate and haven't settled on a company
or corporation yet, why not get your executive career off to a flying
start at a Pilot or Navigator in the U. S. Air Force.
Your Officer's Commission will give you strong executive credentials ■
proof of your leadership ability.
Air Force entitlements include 30 days vacation with pay, medical
and dental care, graduate education opportunities, and more.
It's a great opportunity! If you af% a college senior or graduate between
the ages of 20% and 27, you may be qualified for the Air Force Flyin-j
Program.

SEAFOOD LOVERS
-SPECIAL

!" Buy One...Get One FREE! !

Call Collect

Fish & Chips

Sgt. Workman

j

"One coupon per Meal Purchase, par vttt at participating Arthui'
Twacher s Seafood Restaurants. Offer valid only with coupon. Not valid I
with any other promotional offer. Limited time only. Prices may very by |
locations." Good only during—February 1962.
88 Carlton Street /VlhrtgJhgdlO*. Harrisonburg. VA.

Coupon etpires 2/27/82
15% Student Discount with ID
Void on Specials
■—

(703)^85-4284
A great way of life.

■ i

ir

Another
cold front
from Canada.
D.

JOHN

EILAND CO., INC.

RT. 11 NORTH, P.O. BOX880 • VERONA, VIRGINIA 24482
PHONE: (703) 248 8131

Labatfsis first in Canada.Tfour first taste
*■1

• .

* • ■ * •.■ • ' ' '

M iiiiinuummnujninn.,.,i..,.

.

,flppppp^-*i

'

IABATT IMPORTERS INC AMHERST. NEW fOfK^rr^^l
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Doonesbury

For Sale

V

TECHNICS
SA-5200A
RECEIVER $75, Fender Champ
$60, other equipment. Call
434-5304.
TOWNHOUSE by ownes.
University Court. Three
bedrooms, 1 and half baths,
heat pump.. Will accept
reasonable offer. Call 433-0264
after 5:30 p.m.
BUY NEW FURNITURE AT
WHOLESALE OR BELOW AT
HARRISONBURQ DISCOUNT
FURNITURE. We sell name
brand factory seconds, closeouts, scratch and dent, etc.
One block north of Roses off
Rt. 11 on West Johnson Street.
Next to Rocklngham Bag Co.
and Harrisonburg Ceramics.
Open 10-6 Monday-Sat.
433-9532.
GIBSON LES PAUL DELUXE
Sunburst, shatters, $350 firm,
excellent condition. Call
Richard 434-5620.
SKI'S 170 cm. Atomic Compacts price-$65. 433-6843 or
289-5108.
HILLSIDE
IS SELLING
SHOTGLASSES saying-"Bottoms up to JMU" for $1.75.
Available In Cumberland unit
oraskat-Hlllside.

Services
TYPING SERVICE 18 years experience; dissertations,
theses, reports, etc. IBM pica
or elite type. Double spaced
material .85 page. Call'Mrs.
Price, 879-9935.
NO JOB YET? Maybe It's not
you but your resume. For professional resume counseling
call us at Bob Privott and
Associates Advertising Agency. We offer a wide range of
resume counseling services including design, copy, and
typesetting all at resonable
prices. Call today at 434-6951
for more Information.
EXPERIENCED
TYPIST
Secretary working on campus
mornings will do extra typing
afternoons and evenings, double spaced, pica or elite, $1.00
per page. Call 434-7508 before
11:00 p.m.
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Generic Collegian
OX WCLOWES
SHUT-UP,l'K-\
TRYitfC? TO GET
- '• / SOME SLEEP/

by Chris Whelpley
T MEAMlT
/ YOU BOTOs,
iVtGONWA
CALL THE CO?5|

Help Wanted
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer and
year round. Europe, S.
America, Australia, Asia. All.
fields. $500-$1,200 monthly.
Sightseeing. Free information.
Write IJC Box 52-VA4 Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625.
INFORMATION ON ALASKAN
AND OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT.Excellent income potential. Call (312)741-9780 Extention 3131.

For Rent

X"»-

SPACE IN LARGE HOUSE FOR
RENT utilities included. One
block from campus. Available
March 6. $127.50 monthly. Call
Charlene, 433-3562 after 5:30.
APARTMENT ON CAMPBELL
ST. within walking distance of
campus. Three bedrooms, llvingroom with fireplace, dining
room, kitchen, off-street parking. Maximum occupancy,
four. $325 monthly. 289-9850.
$70 A MONTH One block, from
JMU. Private bedroom. Male or
female. Don't commute, WALK

Stars*On* Campus

by Pat Butters
/"

and SAVE.
2123.

J.J. 434-9852, P.O.
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Roommates

by Tom Arvis

'.

Personals
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO Lindy
Sumler (2-13>, Peggy Sander
(2-22), Ann Schiefer (2-23), and
enne Jean (2-27). Love, ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA
TO THE PERSON WHO PICKED UP MY PURSE at the Elbow
Room at The Casuals. Please
return It. 433-3328. Thanks.
OLDER WOMAN Just taklrt' the
hint. I'll miss you this weekend.
Love you.BLT
THE BIG" M. TROTTER I will.
PAULA
J.C. AND THE SPARKPLUGS
You were great at the Bow
room. You make us want to
shout. Love, YOUR SPARKETTES
BEWARE THE INVASION Appearing Wednesday, Feb. 24 in
the ballroom, The JJpace
Sharks. Tickets $2 in advance;
$2.50 at the door. Call 7170 or
7175. Tickets available*.in
Greek office Mon. and Tues.
PAMELITA (Who never gets a
personal?) Happy Birthday to
my favorite par-te-naire! You're,
the best. Love ya, ED
. "
EAST WING 2ND FLOOR
WINE-PRICE The grace period
has ended; start wearing a rain
slicker even on the sunniest of
days; none of you will be dry
muct).ionger. THE DOAH
FIDEL LIGSAY will put it on
wax tommorrow (Saturday) at
3:00 in Wilson. Good luck,
Feedal, I love you. "L"
"SOMEONE WHO SITS DOWN
AND WRITES A LETTER
ABOUT HUNGER...almost
literally has to be saving a
life..." PAUL SIMON
WELCOME TO THE RALLY
CLAN NEW BIG BROTHERS
Chris Love, Mark Railey and
Joey Piechota. Love, THE
SISTERS OF SIGMA KAPPA

V6M0H H4S OEcioeo
B6'D II K£ W JtxrO

f^Z ASSUME L&mRO

Ms ivroftnEO yom

*U*L\W5 OUR.

OF

(rinwe SKIN

Wo' -■

X

Morbid Comics

by Dave McConnell, Scott McCleDand

Madisonman

by Scott Worner

LADIES: G.I. GIGOLO returns
to JM's — Wednesday night air
guitar. Exposed to the" MAX —
Don't miss the thrills. BE
THEREIH
WEASAL T: Been enjoying your
company even more thap
Mooseheads. I appreciate your
assistance in- the battery
deparment. Let's hitchhike for
Nachos on Shakedown Street.
Love, Stormy

I

Frankly, my
dear, Id rather
get a personal in
The Breeze.''
€€

Here's how-to say whatever you'd like:
1) Write a sweet nothing/sour something to your
favorite/least favorite person in the space provided:

"Personally, my ,
dear, I wish you'd
stop saying that."
L*._.

—^

■

. 4

2) Cut out this form and place in an envelope with
payment. (20 words — $1, 21-50 words — $1.75, each
additional word — 5$.)

^

3) Mail to The Breeze
Wine-Price Building
Campus Mail
Deadlines are 2 p.m. Tuesday for Thursday's issue and
2 p.m. Friday for Monday's issue.

-^^-*^U^-^^^Ll^^^^^^^^^l^-t«^i^^^.^.V<>._-.^.V_

._;

:_.^
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Viewpoint—

Two-timing
Leaving a junior who is the Student Government Association
legislative vice president in charge of the SGA Campus Elections
Committee is like leaving Mobil Oil in charge of anti-trust
legislation. Conflicts of interest are more than likely to occur.
Fortunately, the SGA Constitutional Revisions Committee has
passed a bill that would remove the legislative vice president as
chairman of the elections committee. The senate should
strengthen and pass the bill.
The Campus Elections Committee has "complete authority
over all issues concerning major elections (and) pending appeals," according to SGA bylaws. Currently, the legislative vice
president is the chairman of the elections committee and selects
its members contingent upon executive council approval.
Although Legislative Vice President Brian Skala has not
declared candidacy for any SGA positions next year, he will be
back as a senior next year. Professional politicians keep a goal of
re-election; it is safe to assume that Skala will be involved in the
SGA next year.

SGA vice president should not
chair elections committee
The revisions committee bill would put the SGA Credentials
Committee in charge of selecting elections committee members
and put the members in charge of choosing their own chairman.
The legislative vice president would have no official ties with
election procedures.
A similar bill last semester did not win the necessary two-thirds
vote in the senate to pass.
A potential conflict of interest exists when a major SGA elected
official, especially an underclassman, is responsible for overseeing election procedures. This conflict is greatly increased if
the legislative vice president chooses to run for office. Any contact between candidates and the elections committee is unethical.
Since seniors do not return to SGA post ions, they should be the
only ones eligible for election committee membership.
The proposal is a wise one, and including the senior clause
would make it more effective. The senate should vote to eliminate
the legislative vice president's role in elections procedures so
that, come election time, we do not have to wonder if the players
also hold the referee's whistle.

\t*

fBlack History

A month to honor leaders
By JEFF ARTIS
As many of you may or may not know,
February is Black History month. It is a
month set aside to recognize the
achievements black men and women have
made in our society. However, before one
talks about black history, one must look at
why such a month is needed and why it is
important, not only to black people, but
white people as well.
Why is there a Black History month?
Quite frankly, American history is an
overglorification of the white man. Little
attention is paid to blacks, women, and
various other racial and ethnic groups.
There are various blacks, other
minorities, and women who dot our history
books, but these people are there because
while they may have disagreed with the
mainstream thinking of that era, they
disagreed in a manner which was acceptable to the white man. If they agreed
with the mainstream thinking of that time,
then the white man used him or her as a
means of justifying his position.
The two classic examples of this are the
cases of Booker T. Washington and Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. Washington
recieves more space in our history books
than a man like WEB. DuBois because he
was a white man's black man. He agreed
with the white masses on the topic of black
subordination — that black people should
not press for their civil rights because
eventually,.they will be granted them.
Washington felt blacks should gear
themselves toward industrial education/-'
and farming, for land was the key toward
political power then. The white masses
and the white power structure loved
Washington for this type of. thinking,
because it played into their hands.
W.E.B. DuBois felt that blacks should
press for their rights, strive to be equals,
and if the opportunity presented itself, get

the most education they could. The white
masses and the white power structure
hated this type of thinking. It is for this
reason DuBois' accomplishments are
overlooked and many times misunderstood beause he is not the type of black
man the white historians wanted to write
about and make an example of.
Dr. King's work is well known, but he
gets more space in history because he
disagreed with mainstream thinking in a
mannner acceptable to whites: protests,
sit-ins, and nonviolence.
Malcolm X probably had a greater effect on the black masses than Dr. King,
but he disagreed with mainstream
thinking in a manner completely
disagreeable to whites. His advocation of
black pride, self-defense, and his ties with
the Black Muslims made him a threat to
white society, much the same way DuBois
was a threat
American history uses Dr. King and
Washington as the examples of how blacks
should conduct themselves when they
agree or disagree with our society. In
short, the blacks who appear in American
history books presented themselves in the
way white historians and the white power
structure felt they should.
Black History month exists in order to
draw attention to black Americans who
played a role in American history. It is
meant to show that there is more to black
history than slavery, or the contributions
of the white man's black man. It is a
source of racial pride which is sometimes
lacking in our racist society.
Most importantly, there is a Black
History month because it is needed. Black
history is not only the history of black
Americans, it is the history of America.
Why isn't there a White History month?
Beause white history is celebrated 24
hours a day, 365 days a year.
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"Readers' Forum
U.S. must stop aiding El Salvador oppressors
To the editor:
I believe the Reagan administration has sought to
deflect attention from our
involvement in El Salvador by
focusing attention on Soviet
complicity with the present
oppresssion in Poland. In no
way do I want to lessen our
concern for the people of
Poland, nor do I want us to
reduce pressure on the Soviet
Union and Poland to restore
civil liberties in Poland.
However, I think the United
States must recognize our
response to the situation in
Poland will probably have no
more effect than our response
to
the
situation
in
Afghanistan.

Meanwhile, in El Salvador,
where the United States has
tremendous influence, we
support a government which
has an extremely bad record
in human rights, I believe it is
time that we use our influence
where it can make a real
change th the quality of
people's lives.
Although
the
present
government in El Salvador is
supposed to be moderately
progressive, it seems to have
little control over the ultrarightists in the military.
These ultra-rightist military
men are responsible for the
deaths of, four American
nuns. The deaths of these

nuns captured U.S. attention,
but what we seem to ignore is
that, according to Time
magazine, 1,000 people are
murdered or disappear each
month. According to Time, 19
people were killed recently
during an anti-guerilla sweep
through San Salvador. According to the army, the
victims were subversives, but
most independent observers
agree that the victims were
unarmed residents who were
taken from their homes by
soldiers and shot.
Deaths in Gdansk make
headlines. Why are the papers
silent while a thousand
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disappear each month in El
Salvador?
The Reagan administration
has sought to justify our
continued military support
on the basis of an "improved"
record in human rights. Our
administration says that in
1981 only 6,000 people were
murdered or disappeared in
El Salvador, whereas in 1980,
12,000 people were murdered
or disappeared.
Are 6,000 deaths acceptable? Actually, the administration's figure of 6,000
is grossly inaccurate. Amnesty International, which
won the Nobel Peace Prize
several years ago, estimates
that the number of actual

Fans' free expression9
encouraging, not obscene
To the editor:
This is in response to Steven
Kumpf's letter to the editor
"Basketball fans'
antics
damage university" in the
Feb. 11 issue of The Breeze.
We are proud of the fans at
James Madison University,
and the inspiration and
support
they
give our
basketball team.
Kumpf
refers to "the tasteless ways
(he) saw in evidence at JMU
on Saturday night,1' and
maintains, "viewing
basketball games without
obscenity can be fun." He also
states that "rowdy fans do not
enhance the chances of much
needed endowments being
giveiv to JMU."

The fans of the highly
ranked University of Virginia
basketball team have been
known to display similar or
greater "obscenity" than
those of Madison and UVA
seems neither to be losing
money
nor
statistical
recognition.
- Comparing the quality of
certain calls by referees to the
deficatory waste of bulls is
neither obscene nor tasteless,
but rather a most fitting and
free expression of common
opinion. We suggest to Mr.
Kumpf that anyone who has to
mention and justify "class" so
often is severely lacking
thereof.
Jim Page
Luke Adams
.
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I hope we have learned
something from our experience in Iran. We do not
earn the repect and hearts of a
people by supporting a
government Which keeps its
people in terror. Unless there
is major improvement in the
human rights record of the
government in El Salvador,
then I believe it is our moral
obligation to withdraw all
military support.
The Rev. John Copenhaver
Campus minister

Cooperation needed
To the editor:
Reading the Feb. 1 issue of
The Breeie, I was surprised
and disappointed that nothing
was published about Winterfest.
The
University
Publicity Board should be
commended for its efforts in
providing such an extravagant set of events geared
toward the students. Granted,
many of the events of Winterf est were not well-attended
but any time a new program is
launched it takes some time to
become established.
I feel student organizations
such as The Breeze and the
UPB should try to coooperate
with one another to keep each
another informed about what
their organizations are doing.
This cooperation will not only
benefit the students' but the
organizations
themselves.
The Breeze and the UPB are
both vital services to our
student body and
any
problems in commuication
that arise between the two can
only be detrimental to the
students.-

\

deaths are more than double
the administration's figures.
There has been no improvement in human rights.

" To the editor:
As president of the Student
Government Association, I
feel I must clarify some errors
in Ross Richardson's article
concerning the SGA's check
cashing policy. TIME OUT!!
It is an idea. One of many, and
it is in the early, formative
stages, the format described
by Mr. Richardson is only one
alternative — he made it seem
as if the policy were .to be
implemented tomorrow.

It will be nice to note when
communication between The
Breeze and the UPB improves
and I hope this year's lack of
publicity of Winterfest has not
dampened the possibility of it
becoming a tradition.
Kathy Comerford
This letter was alto signed by •
persons.

Send letters to the
editor to The Breeie,
Wine-Price
Building.
Typed, double-spaced
letters are preferred;
all letters must include
the author's name,
address, and telephone
number.

been drawn up — it is only
being discussed.
To criticize something that
has been implemented is a
right and privilege, Mr.
Richardson, but to tear apart
one idea without giving due
consideration to what is really
being done is not fair. You
ignored the^oncept behind the
investigation, and put a
damper on the efforts of those
involved in researching the
idea; not to mention confusing
students and merchants alike
Mr.
Richardson,
the
about a "service" that is only
community of Harrisonburg
an idea. (It would not be
has expressed concern over
implemented until the entire
the bad habits of James
needs of the community and
Madison University students
students were assessed.)
with their checking, and as the
Please so a little more
SGa, we felt we should look
research the next time, Mr.
into it. Numerous schools
.Richardson — anyone at the
across the country have such
SGA office, or any member of
policies, and that is what the
the subcommittee would have
Senate Community Relations
been glad to set you straight
Subcommittee
is
inon the facts.
vestigating. No .proposals,
Lynn Tip ton
: charters of, documents, haveYj't r3GA;Pre>idMit
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Valley Mall's Arts and Crafts Expo which ran Feb. 17-20, featured area artists
who demonstrated their skills in everything from candle-making to glass-blowing.
Kathy Leef.(below) of Eastern Shore, Md., demonstrates the technique of carving
wax candles. The process involves dipping a star-shaped candle frame 40 or SO
times in hot colored waxes, then curling the sides with a sharp knife which reveals
a rainbow of colors from the wax layers. The final process involves dipping the candle in a clear acrylic, which gives the candle a lasting shine.
Leef, who is a registered nurse, explained that candle-making is a hobby she
picked up from watching other people demonstrate their own techniques.
In contrast, Fritz Bachmann (above) depends on his craft for his livelihood.
Bachmann, a native of East Germany, said that his glass-blowing business is a
family trade. He became an apprentice for his father when he was 14-years-old,
and has been blowing glass ever since. He said his special technique cannot be
found anywhere else In the United States. Bachmann has a master's degree in
scientific glass-blowing which is required to open a business in East Germany.
(Photos by Yo Nagaya)

